WANDERING BACK HOME WITH A SMILE AND A MISSION
He's one of those people who never
meets a stranger, who chats with the
people in the row ahead of him at Alex
Box and comes away with friends for
life. Affable and self-effacing, Robert Dampf chose the perfect career when
he took a slight veer away from the courtroom into the conference room to
become a mediator. Now, after nearly forty years away, Dampf is bringing his
substantial people skills back to Baton Rouge and LSU as a member of the LSU
Board of Supervisors.

LSU IS SO
MANY THINGS TO SO
MANY PEOPLE.
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Dampf grew up close to campus. He and his best friend Jay Dardenne, whom he has
known since they were both five years old, thought of LSU as their own playground.
"LSU was just a giant park for us. We played on the Indian Mounds, we rode our bikes
everywhere, we went to the Union - we were all over campus." Dampf remembers
the first time he walked into the LSU Union and was thunderstruck. The two friends
routinely wandered into LSU baseball games, which were then sparsely attended and
cost next to nothing for two young, clueless boys. He also recalls how well attended
the freshman basketball games were during his youth - Pete Maravich was getting
LSU into the sports page headlines regularly. But the most amazing "end-all, be-all"
experience for a boy growing up so close to the LSU campus was LSU football. Even
today, he confided, he and Dardenne turn to each other when the Tigers are on the
field and say, "Is there anywhere else in the world you would want to be?"
As much as he loved LSU even then, however, Dampf's parents were opposed
to their sons going to LSU as undergraduates. They felt it was important for their
children to leave their hometown and gain independence away from home. For that
reason, Dampf's older brother Jack went to Tulane. Dampf visited Jack one weekend
and decided he wanted to set his own course somewhere else. He elected to attend
"a Tulane-like place, sort of in the neighborhood, which ended up being Southern
Methodist University." But, he confessed, "When I graduated from Baton Rouge High
in May 1972, I enrolled at LSU to go to summer school because I wanted to say I
attended LSU."
He again had that opportunity when he returned to LSU to attend law school.
That experience set him on the course that would become his life's work. He has
fond memories of those days on campus and recalls, in particular, the old campus
apartments for married students. "In 1978, when Courtney and I first married, we lived

